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PREREQUISITES 

- Character Profiles for your End Users 
 
TIME 
5-20 minutes 
 
HOW TO 
Character Profiles, also called Personas, are fictional Characters, that are based on real 
data and research about your end users. They are created by observing and 
interviewing your target group and then bringing to life a representative of an end user. 
A Character Profile consists of demographic information about the persona and a 
background roughly describing the context of the person. Furthermore there are four 
further sections that describe the persona in relation to the product or software that is 
being developed. 
 
The technology section describes the general affinity towards technical devices that 
might be used to control the software, their abilities in handling them and also personal 
preferences. 
The Persona’s goal describes what she or he would like to accomplish by using the 
software or how it could help to reach it. This is not necessarily limited to the actual 
process but can also involve feelings while using a product. 
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To achieve the goal motivations are listed, that describe not what the persona wants to 
achieve, but why. 
Frustrations on the other hand can be related to existing attempts to reach the goal or 
more general fears. 
 
Use Character Profiles in any situation, to ensure that the product you are building is 
having enough empathy towards your end users. Especially use it when in doubt or 
when stuck - it will help you to formulate the right questions and answer these with 
your end users in mind. 
 
EXAMPLE 
A Character Profile should be treated like a personified example of your end users. With 
this in mind there are endless possibilities on how to use this. Some examples include: 
 
ANALYSE Find out how a persona would use your software 

“How would Christian experience, react and behave in relation to feature X?” 
 

DESCRIBE Spice up your user stories with personas 
“As a student like Julia I want to see an overview of my courses.” 

 
REJECT Realize early if you are developing the wrong feature 

“Does feature Y help Dr. Rath to reach his goal?” 
 

IDEATE Come up with new features that can fulfill your users needs 
“How could we help Frau Hansen with her frustrations?” 
 

TWEAK Adjust your features so they have more value for your user 
“How should we design feature Z so that Dr. Martin Cent can use it with his 
technological background?” 


